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Symphony No. 3 in F Major, op. 90 - Johannes Brahms

Most of the major works of Johannes Brahms’ maturity were composed in summertime in 
beautiful rural settings overlooking tranquil lakes and alpine peaks. But during the summer 
of 1833, his Third Symphony was written in an urban location: a lofty studio overlooking 
the German Rhineland city of Wiesbaden. The urge to create this work had come on the 
composer while visiting Wiesbaden and, rather than lose inspiration traveling to a vacation 
retreat, he stayed on. And there was another compelling reason to stay: a rich-voiced con-
tralto named Hermine Spies. Brahms had just met her and was captivated by her marvelous 
voice and vivacious personality. Another of this confirmed bachelor’s romantic friendships 
ensued, even though Fräulein Spies was young enough to be the 50-year-old Brahms’ 
daughter. He wrote many songs for her, and she became his favorite interpreter of the Alto 
Rhapsody.

And so even without mountain views, the summer of 1883 was a particularly happy one, 
and the Third Symphony, his shortest, was born with ease. Although it enjoyed a tremen-
dous success at its premiere in Vienna in December of that year, today it is the least often 
heard of Brahms’ four although it is by no means inferior. Indeed, the Third is Brahms’ most 
refined and densely constructed symphony, one in which he distills the maximum possibili-
ties from every motive and theme, even bringing them back in startling new guises in later 
movements. This sturdy intellectual foundation is overlaid with some of his loveliest melodies, 
clothed in exquisite orchestral colors. But it is easier for conductors and orchestras to dazzle 
audiences with the other symphonies than with this subtle creation, all four of whose move-
ments end quietly.

The first movement opens with three rising chords that spell out F-A (flat)-F, a personal 
motto for Brahms that pervades much of the symphony. Years earlier, Brahms and his close 
friend, violinist Joseph Joachim, had experimented with musical mottos symbolizing their 
bachelor status. Joachim’s was F-A-E for “Frei aber einsam” (“Free but lonely”), and he 
soon married. Brahms countered with F-A-F, “Frei aber froh” (“Free but glad”). But now in 
his Third Symphony, the A has become A-flat, shifting the F-Major home tonality to minor. 
Is there perhaps a hint of ambiguity about his motto as Brahms pays court to Hermine 
Spies?  

The F-A-F motto spawns a ruggedly masculine principal theme, striding across a big range. 
But soon the music becomes more subdued and, shifting to three beats, proposes a romantic 
waltz, led by clarinet and bassoon, as the second theme. This melody is later taken up in 
the development section, which also features a dark, brooding treatment of the first theme 
led by the first horn. The movement’s concluding coda begins big, but surprisingly the mas-
culine theme turns tender and lyrical for a hushed close.

Brahms scholar Malcolm MacDonald calls the second movement “one of Brahms’ most 
inspired sublimations of folksong style.” Clarinets and bassoons introduce the principal 
melody “of simple gravity and hymn-like seriousness.” But pay special heed to the second 



theme: a melancholy duet for clarinet and bassoon emphasizing undulating rhythms 
and accompanied by a persistent short-long rhythm; this music will appear again in the 
finale. The movement’s closing coda is exceedingly beautiful, exploiting the orchestra’s 
most diaphanous colors.

Another intermezzo-style movement, the third-place Poco Allegretto, features one of 
Brahms’ loveliest tunes, sung first by the cellos; it is a bittersweet mix of Romantic yearning 
and regret so characteristic of this composer. Brahms gives it many variants, with radiant 
new orchestrations.

The struggle between minor and major becomes fierce in the sonata-form finale, which 
mediates and resolves all that has gone before. It opens in F minor with a mysterious, 
scurrying theme, capped with punchy rhythms. This is followed by a solemn new version 
of the clarinet-bassoon theme from movement two. The development section tackles the 
first theme and its rhythm in moods both meditative and heroic, but most of the drama 
is saved for the solemn theme, its short-long rhythm now grown monumental. In the clos-
ing coda, this theme is transformed yet again, played very slowly in the woodwinds over 
shimmering strings. From this miraculously floats the F-A-F motto and the work’s bold 
opening theme. Serenely it ripples down through the orchestra like a benediction, stilling 
all strife.

Mathias and the Storm - Derek M. Jenkins

“As the darkness faded into grey of a winter morning,
 he listened for the church bells,
 — and for another sound, that always amused him here:
 the whistle of a locomotive.”
  from Willa Cather’s “Death Comes for the Archbishop”

On this program, young American composer Derek M. Jenkins unveils a musical treat-
ment of an old Dubuque legend, which has been commissioned by William Intriligator 
and the Dubuque Symphony Orchestra. Jenkins tells us more about it in his commentary 
on Mathias and the Storm:

“There is a piece of folklore that is pervasive in my hometown of Dubuque, Iowa. It is an 
anecdote that many Dubuquers learn in grade school as it has passed from generation 
to generation. The story, which weaves historical fact together with fantastical imagery, 
goes as follows:

“Mathias Loras, a priest originally from France, was appointed the first bishop of Dubuque 
in 1837 and arrived in the town two years later. He was a man of prayer and deeply 
devoted to his new Iowan diocese, so much so that he climbed to the top of one of the 
tallest bluffs in Dubuque and prayed that the city would never be subjected to the wrath 
of a tornado. Since this time, and despite being in the heart of Tornado Alley, the City 
of Dubuque has never been decimated by a cyclone. However, there is no known source 
that corroborates this tale.

“Mathias and the Storm is a fanciful take on this story. In my imagining of it, Loras is 
shouting his prayer atop the bluff in the midst of a raging thunderstorm. Thunder bellows, 
rain pours, lightning illuminates the darkened heavens, and Loras, filled with intense pas-
sion for his new home, quells the storm through sheer fortitude and steadfast prayer. Be 
it pure happenstance or that Loras did indeed pray the city be spared, this story has a 
continuing presence in Dubuque folklore.”

Derek M. Jenkins
b.  1986, Frankfurt-am-Main, 

Germany

Instrumentation:
2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,  
2 bassoons, 4 horns,  
2 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, 
timpani, crash cymbals, whip, 
tam-tam, chimes, bass drum, 
suspended cymbal, harp, strings



Winner of the 2016 American Prize in Composition for his We Seven for wind ensemble, 
Jenkins is currently a candidate for his doctorate in composition from the University of 
Missouri-Kansas City, which he is scheduled to earn this year. He specializes in music for 
wind band and also holds a master’s degree in composition from Rice University in Texas.  
He was also the winner of the 2012 National Band Association’s Young Composer Men-
tor Project for his Eosphorus: The Morning Star for wind ensemble.  His compositions have 
been commissioned by many ensembles throughout the United States. And when he isn’t 
composing or teaching music, Jenkins is an ardent amateur scuba diver.

Scottish Fantasy, op. 46 - Max Bruch

“As a rule, a good folk tune is more valuable than 200 created works of art. I would never 
have come to anything in this world if I had not, since my twenty-fourth year, studied the 
folk music of all nations with seriousness, perseverance, and unending interest. There is 
nothing to compare with the feeling, power, originality and beauty of the folksong.”

Max Bruch wrote this to his publisher in 1884, just a few years after composing his 
charming Scottish Fantasy — or, to give its full formal title, the “Fantasia for the Violin and 
Orchestra with Harp, freely using Scottish Folk Melodies.” For a composer who prized 
expressive lyrical melody above everything else, folksong provided the richest sources. At 
about the same time he created the Scottish Fantasy in the winter of 1879-80, he also 
wrote another great string work, the Kol Nidrei for cello and orchestra, which is a haunt-
ing meditation on a melody taken from the traditional Yom Kippur liturgy. 

Bruch was neither a violinist nor a cellist, but the works by which he is remembered today 
all feature these instruments; besides the Scottish Fantasy and Kol Nidrei, they include his 
well-loved First Violin Concerto and, to a lesser extent, his Second Violin Concerto. Aided 
by his mother, a soprano and music teacher, he was a precociously musical child and at 
age 14 won the Mozart Foundation Prize enabling him to study theory and composition 
with Ferdinand Hiller, a close colleague of Mendelssohn and Schumann. Thus he was 
early influenced by the more conservative German Romantic school of those composers 
as well as his contemporary Johannes Brahms. 

Bruch shared with Brahms his reverence for folk melodies. In early 1863, he published his 
arrangements of 12 Scottish folksongs, and they actually included two of the songs that 
would figure so prominently in the Scottish Fantasy: “Auld Rob Morris” and “Scots wha 
hae.” His source for these songs was the anthology The Scots Musical Museum, which the 
famed Scots poet Robert Burns had helped compile.

However, faithfulness to the original tunes was not foremost in Bruch’s mind when he 
composed the Scottish Fantasy; he was far more anxious to create a stunning virtuoso 
showcase for his friend the great Spanish violinist Pablo de Sarasate. Because the Scottish 
Fantasy had a rather unorthodox format — four movements plus a separate introduction 
rather than the customary three movements for a concerto — in addition to its folksong 
content, Bruch chose to call it a “fantasy” rather than a concerto.

Bruch told a colleague that the novels of Sir Walter Scott were an important inspiration 
for the atmosphere of this piece. Certainly, its dark and brooding Introduction, set in the 
unusual key of E-flat minor, swirls with Scottish storm clouds and romance. Bruch said 
this music depicts “an old bard contemplating a ruined castle and lamenting the glorious 
times of old.” Baleful horns and trombones enhanced by the rippling of the harp and the 
soft swish of cymbals perfectly capture the mood. The violin’s recitative almost speaks the 
bard’s words.

Max Bruch
b.  January 6, 1838,  

Cologne, Germany
d.  October 2, 1920, 

Friedenau, near Berlin, 
Germany

Instrumentation:
2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 
2 bassoons, 4 horns,  
2 trumpets, 3 trombones, 
tuba, timpani, bass drum, 
cymbals, harp, strings



The orchestra maintains the bardic mood, but the key now brightens to E-flat Major for 
the Adagio cantabile first movement. Here the violin sings the lovely, slightly sentimental 
Scots folksong “Auld Rob Morris,” accompanied principally by the harp. For Bruch, the 
combined sound of violin and harp were the essence of Scottish folk music. 

Accompanied by a bagpipe drone in the horns and strings, the traditional song “The 
Dusty Miller” provides a frisky dance tune for the Allegro second movement, which 
makes tremendous demands on the violinist’s technique. In a haunting bridge passage to 
the next movement, the violas and the soloist recall “Auld Rob Morris.”

Movement three, another slow movement, revolves around the plaintive folksong “I’m 
down for lack of Johnnie.” The violinist introduces it very simply, then passes it to the 
orchestra for the rest of the movement while spinning elaborate countermelodies high 
above.

Legend tells us that “Scots wha hae” was the song Robert the Bruce sang to rally his troops 
at the Battle of Bannockburn in 1314. Bruch uses it as the generating theme for his rous-
ing finale. The unusual tempo indication is Allegro guerriero or “warlike Allegro,” and 
apparently this is the Scottish expressive marking of choice, since Mendelssohn also used 
it for the finale of his Scottish Symphony. The harp returns to the forefront to accompany 
the soloist, who adds heft to the rugged tune with double and triple stops. Beyond its 
infectiously rhythmic tune, this finale is really about virtuoso violin playing, for the soloist 
is called upon to show off nearly every advanced technique in the arsenal. A last reminis-
cence of “Auld Rob Morris” adds a touch of sweetness to the fiery conclusion.
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